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water & flood
Water damage can come from many sources. Whether it’s a toilet 
overflow, a failed water heater, or a storm, water can cause significant 
damage to homes and businesses alike. Removing the water as soon 
as possible is the most effective way to minimize damage. Mold can start to grow 
24-48 hours after becoming damp, so immediate moisture removal is critical. Our 
IICRC certified technicians will use specially designed, highly efficient equipment to 
dry affected areas and materials quickly and effectively. Once dry, we will restore your 
property to pre-loss condition.

property clean-up
Our property clean-up services include sewage clean-up, hoarding clean-up, 
vandalism, broken glass, emergency board-ups, crawl space encapsulation and 
pack-out service. We can also provide cleaning and restoration of possessions 
such as clothes, linens, curtains/drapes, books, electronics, and documents. Our 
professionals will conscientiously ensure that your property is fully restored and all 
health and safety concerns are eliminated.

Learn more about our services...



mold remediation
Mold can pose a serious health hazard and remediation requires a 
thorough understanding of the risks involved, making it important to 
have removal performed by trained and licensed professionals that 
understand the proper safety procedures. Effective mold removal starts with moisture 
mitigation, first determining moisture levels, then drying with dehumidifiers and air 
movers with HEPA filters. Once dry, our team removes the mold spores and disinfects 
the surfaces to prevent future mold growth.

trauma /bio-cleaning
Traumatic events such as a crime occurrence or unattended death can be 
overwhelming for everyone involved. We understand how difficult this is and will 
deliver compassionate assistance in restoring order to your home or business. Trauma/
bio-hazard cleanup should not be attempted by anyone who is not specifically trained 
for forensic cleaning. You can be confident that any area we’ve cleaned is free from 
biohazardous material and safe to use.

Visit us at www.hrsdr.com



fire restoration
Fire damage is devastating in so many ways. Our professional fire 
damage restorers are available 24/7/365 and will be there quickly to 
secure the property, boarding up any doors and windows and tarping 
any roof openings, including those created by emergency personnel. Our team will 
remove all debris, clean-up water, disinfect and deodorize, and rebuild the damaged 
structure quickly and professionally, working with your insurance adjuster to restore 
your home or business.

asbestos abatement
Asbestos is a known carcinogen and can be found in many different building 
materials including vinyl floor tile/mastic, pipe insulation, drywall compound, and 
popcorn ceilings, to name a few. If independent testing confirms the presence of 
asbestos, our certified professionals will create the proper containment and remove 
all hazardous materials per environmental regulations. Third party clearance testing 
will then ensure that the space is safe to reoccupy.
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services
 n covid-19 disinfection

 n water damage

 n fire damage

 n mold remediation

 n sewage clean-up & remediation

 n property clean-up/restoration

 n contents restoration

 n asbestos abatement

 n trauma/bio-cleaning

 n storm damage

 n odor removal

 n hoarding clean-up

 n commercial, multifamily and residential




